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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

U.S. federal law prohibits the use “o>cial resources,” such as federal funds or one’s job title, for

private gain, be it your own gain or someone you know. A recent investigation has unveiled

evidence showing Dennis Carroll, former director of the United States Agency for International

Development’s (USAID) Pandemic Threat Program, may have done just that. As reported by

investigative journalist Paul Thacker:

“While at USAID, Dennis Carroll oversaw a federal program called PREDICT, from which

funds were used to launch another organization called the Global Virome Project. After

leaving USAID, Carroll then became chair of the Global Virome Project’s board.

‘It would appear that Dennis Carroll violated federal law that prohibits the use of oJcial

resources for private gain or for that of persons or organizations with which he is

associated personally,’ Craig Holman of Public Citizen said when shown emails  made

public by the nonproMt US Right to Know.

‘OJcial resources — including government means of communications, government-funded

travel or even the use of one’s oJcial title — may not be used to promote private interests,

such as the Global Virome Project.’”

U.S. Right to Know (USRTK) obtained the incriminating documents  through a Freedom of

Information Act (FOIA) request. According to USRTK,  it appears Carroll Rrst designed the PREDICT

program as a proof of concept for the Global Virome Project, and while he was receiving six-Rgure

paychecks ($166,500 in 2019) from the USAID, he then founded, promoted and raised funds for the

Global Virome Project, in some instances using USAID funding to do so.

Goals of the PREDICT Program and Global Virus Project

The USAID PREDICT program involved identifying viruses with pandemic potential. Contractors

funded through this program have included the EcoHealth Alliance, headed by Peter Daszak who,

incidentally, in the last year has also gotten into hot water over potential violations of law.

According to Thacker, in early March 2022, Congressional members sent a letter to the National

Institutes of Health (NIH), asking the agency to investigate EcoHealth for potential “contract

irregularities and anonymous private donations, in violation of federal statute.”

The Global Virome Project was launched to hunt down and catalogue previously unknown viruses

around the globe. According to USRTK, the Global Virome Project is currently trying to obtain $1.2

billion to fund the collection and identiRcation of more than 1 million viruses from wildlife, with the

goal of predicting which ones might evolve to infect humans.

Virus Researcher May Have Siphoned Taxpayer Funds

As detailed by USRTK and Thacker, USAID appears to have funded overseas travel to promote and

fundraise for the Global Virome Project using PREDICT program monies — all while Carroll was still

heading the USAID.

What’s more, emails suggest Carroll may have used his position as USAID director of pandemic

threats to build credibility for the controversial Virome Project and get it off the ground. As just one

example, in an August 2017 fundraising pitch, one of the Global Virome Project board members

stated that the idea for the project was “championed by the USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats

Division.”

Based on the emails obtained, it appears the USAID Pandemic Threats Division, under Carroll’s

direction, funneled at least $270,969 to the Global Virome Project.  However, it could potentially be

hundreds of thousands of dollars more.

One email states that the Virome Project’s budget was overdrawn by $118,000, and that a $116,000

unobligated subaward earmarked for Columbia University was offsetting the overdraft.

That email also referenced a $341,000 subaward that would be given to Metabiota for a cost-

beneRt analysis once “the balance of our Y5 [year 5] obligation is received from USAID, but please

let me know if this is unacceptable, and I’ll see what can possibly be done (creative accounting

required).”

Walter Shaub, former director of the O>ce of Government Ethics called the evidence “troubling,” as

Carroll’s use of a USAID email address is prohibited if the Global Virome Project is not a

government project, but his own.  Kedric Payne, senior director of ethics with the watchdog group

Campaign Legal Center, also commented, telling USRTK:

“The law is clear that oJcials cannot use government resources to beneMt themselves or

prospective employers. If Carroll was involved in decisions beneMtting GVP while he was at

USAID, it is likely that he needed approval from the agency’s ethics oJcials. The public has

a right to know if their public oJcials comply with conTict of interest laws.”

Similarly, Scott Amey, general counsel for another watchdog group called the Project on

Government Oversight, stated, “There’s [sic] numerous conkict of interest laws that should be

investigated here to ensure that Carroll didn’t violate the laws on the books.”

Carroll’s Work on the Two Projects Overlapped for Years

While Carroll has publicly stated that he founded the Global Virome Project after he retired from

USAID, this does not appear to be the case. While it’s still unclear when Carroll actually retired from

USAID, the Los Angeles Times reported that PREDICT was shut down in September 2019, and

according to The New York Times, Carroll retired when PREDICT shut down.

“ Emails show Carroll’s work on the Virome
Project began in March 2017, and indicate that
Carroll’s work as USAID’s leader in viral
surveillance and as the chair of the Global Virome
Project overlapped for years.”

In February 2020, several news outlets reported that Carroll had stepped in as chair of the Global

Virome Project.  However, USRTK claims  the emails show Carroll’s work on the Virome Project

began in March 2017, and “indicate that Carroll’s work as USAID’s leader in viral surveillance and as

the chair of the Global Virome Project overlapped for years.”

“Carroll organized calls and meetings on the project’s work with other co-founders, sought

donations and helped reMne fundraising pitches, pushed favorable messages in the press,

and consulted on its application for tax-exempt status with the Internal Revenue Service —

all while still working for USAID,” USRTK reports.

Public Citizen’s Craig Holman told Thacker:

“Whether or not Carrol is currently receiving lucrative compensation as chair of the Project

is beside the point. [He] can still be held liable, even though he has left federal service. The

Inspector General’s oJce should investigate whether the law was broken and, upon Mnding

probable cause, refer the case to the Department of Justice for prosecution.”

On a side note, the FOIA documents also reveal a connection to the Wuhan Institute of Virology

(WIV) in China. It appears the USAID PREDICT program funded laboratory equipment for the WIV

through grants to the EcoHealth Alliance.

Of course, we also know that EcoHealth Alliance funneled funding from the National Institutes of

Health to the WIV by subcontracting research to them. According to USRTK, Shi Zhengli, a top

coronavirus researcher at the WIV, not only worked with PREDICT but was also slated to work with

the Global Virome Project.

In one March 2019 email from Daszak to someone at USAID (the recipient’s name has been

redacted), Daszak notes that lawyers had kagged the overlap in Carroll’s role at USAID and the

Virome Project as potentially problematic, and had suggested changes to a board of directors’

letter.

The details of what were changed have been redacted, but Daszak’s comment seems to imply that

they’re aware that what they’re doing is not quite right. Daszak wrote: “I realize this isn’t the

language you wanted, but it’s safer for us at this sensitive point where we still receive USAID

funding ... for GVP related activities.”

Lofty Goals That Have Resulted in Nothing

While Carroll has described the Global Virome Project as “the beginning of the end of the pandemic

era,”  critics have pointed out that the premise behind it brings more risk than reward. Michael

Osterholm, director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy at the University of

Minnesota told USRTK:

“If I thought there was a kind of ‘viral smoke alarm,’ I would invest everything imaginable in

that, but this project doesn’t give us that ... Deep knowledge about Zika and Nipah has still

not led to proven vaccines against them ...

Show me one thing they’ve done that has made a difference, where they could even make a

case that they supposedly prevented a pandemic. Which one did they prevent? Did they Mnd

anything that helped us with this coronavirus?”

Other critics include University of Sydney evolutionary biologist and virologist Edward C. Holmes,

University of Edinburgh virologist Andrew Rambaut and Scripps Research virologist Kristian G.

Andersen. In a 2018 Nature article  titled “Pandemics: Spend on Surveillance, Not Prediction,” the

trio wrote that the Global Virome Project is unlikely to predict or prevent future pandemics because

animal viruses rarely cause epidemics in humans:

“Around 250 human viruses have been described, and only a small subset of these have

caused major epidemics this century. Advocates of prediction also argue that it will be

possible to anticipate how likely a virus is to emerge in people on the basis of its sequence,

and by using knowledge of how it interacts with cells (obtained, for instance, by studying

the virus in human cell cultures). This is misguided.”

Curious Biden-China-Ukraine Connections

Other curious connections that are emerging from this story revolve around Metabiota, which was a

core partner of the USAID PREDICT project, and later contracted to perform a cost-beneRt analysis

for the Global Virome Project. As detailed by the Daily Expose:

• One of Metabiota’s investors is Rosemont Seneca,  an investment fund co-managed by

Hunter Biden.

In an exclusive report,  the Daily Mail recently reported that evidence found on Hunter’s laptop

conRrms that he helped secure “millions in funding” for Metabiota, a U.S. contractor in Ukraine

“specializing in deadly pathogen research,” which is what the Russian government on March

24, 2022, had claimed during a press conference.

• Neil Callahan is a cofounder of Rosemont Seneca Technology Partners, and he not only sits on

Metabiota’s board of advisers, he also cofounded Pilot Growth Management, which is

Metabiota’s primary investor.

• Another Metabiota funder is In-Q-Tel, a CIA venture capital Rrm that specializes in high-tech

investments that support or beneRt the intelligence capacity of U.S. intelligence agencies.

• Metabiota is also funded by the U.S. Department of Defense’s Threat Reduction Agency

(DTRA) to operate biolabs in Ukraine.

The founder of Metabiota, Nathan Wolfe, also has ties to the World Economic Forum (WEF), which

is driving The Great Reset agenda. He’s a WEF Young Global Leader graduate and was awarded the

WEF’s Technology Pioneer award in 2021.

Wolfe has served on the EcoHealth Alliance’s editorial board since 2004. In 2017, he cowrote a

study on coronaviruses in bats together with Daszak (EcoHealth). Wolfe has also received more

than $20 million in research grants from Google, NIH, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and

others.

According to the Daily Expose, Wolfe also has ties to deceased pedophile Jeffrey Epstein. In his

2012 book, “The Viral Storm,” Wolfe thanked friends for their support, including Epstein and Boris

Nikolic. Nikolic, a biotech venture capitalist, was named “back-up executor” in Epstein’s will.

Take Action

There are many things here that we, the American people, need to get to the bottom of, starting

with the misuse of taxpayer funds. To that end, if you live in the U.S., I would suggest you contact

members of Congress and ask them to investigate  the potential unlawful actions of Carroll during

his time at USAID.

The U.S. Congress has the power to conduct investigations into potential criminal conduct, and if

malfeasance is found, they can then refer the matter to the Department of Justice for investigation

and prosecution, if appropriate.  To Rnd out who your Congressman is, and their contact

information, see USA.gov.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,966 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The lies surrounding Pentagon-run bioweapons labs in Ukraine and elsewhere continue to unravel with new evidence showing that

Peter Daszak's EcoHealth Alliance (EHA) partner with the US Agency for International Development ( USAID), is also involved. In 2009,

USAID launched an early warning system for new and emerging diseases in 21 countries that was led by the One Health Institute at the

University of California Davis. One of the main partners of this project was the EHA, together with Metabiota. According to the Daily

Exposé, PREDICT partnered with EHA and a 2015 study funded by PREDICT and the publication of this study in 2017 preceded the

disclosure of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic.

It was also discovered that a company called Metabiota is in charge of running Pentagon-run bioweapons labs in Ukraine, Africa, and

elsewhere. We now know that Metabiota founder Nathan Wolfe is also linked to the infamous EcoHealth Alliance, as well as the Global

Virome Project (GVP), the World Economic Forum, and pedophile Jeffrey Epstein.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/17/metabiota-links-biolabs-to-the-pentagons-dtr..  (03/17/2022) Andrew Huff, a former EHA vice president

turned whistleblower, came forward to reveal that his former employer was conducting a highly dangerous gain-of-function

investigation and that his former employer was managing the funds.

EHA partners with and accepts cash from a variety of sources, Huff revealed, including not only the National Institutes of Health

(Francis Collins) and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (Tony Fauci), but also a host of other government

agencies. , private corporations, and foundations such as Google, the Wellcome Trust, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
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Fauci is part of the "science of death" industry as described by Professor Francis Boyle, who has spent decades warning the

world of the global pandemic that could result from the accidental or deliberate release of a biological weapon designed . With

ties to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Dr. Fauci is part of the "Big Pharma coup" that has taken control of the White House

and now appears to be running the prolonged lockdown that is devastating the US economy. .

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/18/ukraine-biolabs-and-connections-btw-metabiot..  (03/18/2022) More evidence has now emerged

suggesting that the Pentagon-run biological labs in Ukraine are not only real, but that the Pentagon plans to use them to attack
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Did NIH Researcher Steal Taxpayer Funds?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

U.S. federal law prohibits the use of “o>cial resources,” such as federal funds or one’s job title, for private gain. A recent investigation has unveiled

evidence showing Dennis Carroll, former director of the United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Pandemic Threat Program,

may have done just that

&

It appears that while Carroll oversaw the USAID PREDICT program, PREDICT funds were used to promote and further the Global Virome Project that

Carroll cofounded. The goal of the Virome Project is to collect and catalogue 1 million viruses from wildlife in an effort to predict which ones might

cause a human epidemic

&

Emails released under a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by U.S. Right to Know (USRTK) suggest Carroll’s work on the Virome Project

began in March 2017, and that his work as USAID’s leader in viral surveillance and as the chair of the Global Virome Project overlapped for three

years

&

The USAID PREDICT program also funded laboratory equipment for the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) in China through grants to the EcoHealth

Alliance, and Shi Zhengli, a top coronavirus researcher at the WIV, not only worked with PREDICT but was also slated to work with the Global Virome

Project

&

Metabiota, a core partner in the USAID PREDICT program, is funded by Rosemont Seneca (an investment fund co-managed by Hunter Biden) and In-

Q-Tel (a CIA venture capital Rrm that specializes in high-tech innovations for U.S. intelligence agencies). The U.S. Department of Defense’s Threat

Reduction Agency has also funded Metabiota to operate biolabs in the Ukraine
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suggesting that the Pentagon-run biological labs in Ukraine are not only real, but that the Pentagon plans to use them to attack

Russia.

Moscow says records and other evidence show US-funded biolabs, which are linked to the EcoHealth Alliance, the Biden crime

family and others, would be used to send drones packed with bioweapons to Russia. The Biden family has connections to the

Pentagon contractor Metabiota, which specializes in researching potential pandemic-causing pathogens that could be used as

bioweapons. greatgameindia.com/ukraine-biolabs-attack-russia  (01/04/2022)
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Gui, as more just gets dug up, as more individuals get added to the list, if we follow upstream, we get the same cast of

characters. Same people giving the kight orders & commandments. So many institutions looking good on paper & spirit, but

nowhere close in practice. It's the corruption. It appears to qualify to work for those from WEF/Gates Foundation & on down, one

must be well schooled in their creative bookkeeping. One for you - two for me, one for you - three for me, none for you - all for

me. The books have to be balanced you know. Heads of the biggest corporations have an open koor with two sides.

One side the business, the other gov't positions, sliding back & forth. If not that, then deep ties with political families or with

shady Epstein types providing entertainment of all kinds. What is just as bad, their corruption serves as inspiration for others

throughout societies & it is not just limited to those at the top or one political party. Independent diversity built at the local levels

softens a top heavy top down where the 99% have little to few options. Here, in this area, Organic, Sustainable Regen operations

are being promoted.

Real milk, real cheese, healthy livestock & direct to the individual garden operations. Small to be sure but big enough not to be

ignored anymore. Operations to Heal, not Steal promote healthy local economy's & with a strong healthy population, we have a

possibility of strong healthy society's. When things are of local and human scale, corruption is generally easier to spot & correct.

This has a potential to spread upwards. Right now the Too Big's are a Cancer spreading from the top down.
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Daszak - go Rgure! Gui, I'm thinking the world is getting smaller and smaller as the same crooked names keep rising to the top. I

feel like charting their journeys. Oh - and Biden's laptop, I mean, come on!!! He's the gift that keeps on giving, isn't he? I wonder

how much the Russian/Ukraine thing is because of these bioweapons labs...
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Yes Just and Tracy their phrases are very successful: "Right now the Too Big's are a Cancer spreading from the top down." “the

world is getting smaller and smaller as the same crooked names keep rising to the top. I feel like charting their journeys.” What

used to be considered conspiracy theory is now increasingly seen as conspiracy fact, as the way in which the worldwide kow of

politics, economics, social events, and religious belief seems to be going in the same direction in tandem, driving the agenda

2030. It seems that all the evil players are connected Metabiota, the American company Rnanced by the US Department of

Defense's Threat Reduction Agency ("DTRA") to operate biological laboratories in Ukraine, was founded by Nathan Wolfe, linked

to the Global Virome Project, EcoHealth, the World Economic Forum, and Jeffrey Epstein.

We also have Wolfe is a young world leader from the World Economic Forum (WEF). In 2021, WEF awarded Metabiota for being

a "Technology Pioneer". Wolfe, directly and/or through Metabiota and Global Viral, has not only been funded by various

branches of the US Department of Defense, but is also funded by Hunter Biden's Rosemont Seneca and the venture capital Rrm

of the CIA In-Q-Tel. . And this is just scratching the surface of those who support bio-laboratories in Ukraine.

Hunter Biden's attorney told the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP) in 2020 that Biden had divested his

RSTP holdings prior to a controversial investment in mbloom in late 2015. However, the emails reviewed by FOX Business

showed that Hunter Biden was in regular communication with RSTP leaders and had investment interests in multiple RSTP

funds in 2016 and 2017, despite his attorney claiming he "severed his relationship" with RSTP.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/20/biolabs-who-are-metabiotas-investors/  (03/20/2022)
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Have you seen the video of Putin denouncing the Great Reset/depopulation plan? I hope the translation is accurate.

videobanned.nl/aiovg_videos/vladimir-putin-addresses-military-on-the-n..

 www.awah.uk/.../putin-says-no-to-the-wef-great-reset

 grandmageri422.me/2022/03/05/putin-vs-zelenskyy-not-what-it-seems/

 rairfoundation.com/globalists-enraged-putin-disrupts-their-plans-for-a..
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No matter what the agency is involved with if it has the slightest connection to the U.S. government IT IS FULL OF

CORRUPTION. All of the U.S. alphabet agencies created by Congress, illegally, mind you, mostly for the purpose of freeing up

Congress to spend their time partying and running around begging for money need to be shut down to prove they are totally

ueless. These agencies were "jobs programs" for friends and family members of Congress members. These unelected staff

members have lifetime tenure that is totally politically biases no matter which party owns the W.H. This is the part of the

SWAMP that does the most damage. THIS IS THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT WE KNOW EXISTS.
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More here - secularheretic.substack.com/p/pharmacogenomics-toxicogenomics?s=r

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/black-and-veatch-metabiota-hunter?s=r
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Hi Krofter, nice link - you will want to start at about 10 or 12 minutes in to this discussion, the next gold rush? - - "TRUTH" -

ROBERT F. KENNEDY, JR., DR. SHERRI TENPENNY- ALL THINGS COVID & CONTROL - 35 MIN

www.bitchute.com/.../Qts8KIrYACk2
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Thank you all for your interesting contributions. The US military regularly produces deadly viruses, bacteria, and toxins in direct

violation of the UN Convention on the Prohibition of Biological Weapons. Hundreds of thousands of unaware people are

systematically exposed to dangerous pathogens and other incurable diseases. Biological warfare scientists using diplomatic

undercover viruses test man-made viruses in Pentagon biological laboratories in 25 countries around the world. These U.S.

biolabs are funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) under a $2.1 billion military program, the Cooperative

Biological Engagement Program (CBEP), and are located in developing countries.

the former Soviet Union such as Georgia and Ukraine, the Middle East, Southeast Asia and Africa. A link to biolaboratories

exploringrealhistory.blogspot.com/2022/03/us-ran-gruesome-bioweapon-re..  (03/2022) A nine-minute segment from Part 2 of

The CIA as Doug Valentine's Organized Crime. For 70 years, the CIA has been working to undermine and occupy Ukraine to

overthrow Russia using things like paramilitaries, right-wing Nazi groups, corrupt politicians and businessmen, coups, and wars

in Ukraine's eastern Donbass region. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5776350  (04/04/2022)
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Also the founder of InfoWars, Alex Jones, warned that the ongoing conkict in Ukraine only serves to advance the so-called

Great Reset advocated and desired by globalists. Jones added that the unprecedented sanctions imposed by the West on

Russia are designed to force it to default. “Once you have sanctions [at] that level, it forces you to default. Once that happens, it

will absorb the rest of the major stock markets and currencies around the world”, “This is exactly what Klaus Schwab, the United

Nations and the globalists want because the [International Monetary Fund] and the World Bank are [under] private banking

families that own the Federal Reserve, the Bank of England, and the Bank for International Settlements.

They are going to ask for a global Marshall Plan with the new global digital currency that is on all their phones, just like the

vaccine pass. The InfoWars founder also pointed out that the impoverishing effect of war works in favor of the globalists.

“Central banks love more money, we borrow more towards more global bankruptcies. The big globalist banks have unlimited

currency, [so] they are ready to lend [to] everyone again [and] leave you in a position of total bankruptcy in the future indebted to

them.” www.brighteon.com/f33f06c3-9fcb-44c4-9e15-507e50a72d3f  The National Endowment of Democracy (NED), a

CIA-backed front group for regime change abroad, is frantically erasing evidence of its illicit activities in Ukraine. NED has

greatly enriched the Ukrainian puppet government since it came to power. They sent a total of $22,394,281 through 334

different prizes awarded to Ukraine between 2014 and the present, according to an archived website that has now been

scrubbed from the internet.
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In the midst of the conkict between Ukraine and Russia, the IMF and its partners at the World Bank are once again covering

Ukraine's coup government with a lot of cash. They are preparing a $3 billion aid package for Ukraine to keep its government

propped up as NATO expansion becomes a possibility. Ukraine is one of the most corrupt governments in the world and Russia

is not the aggressor in this conkict. The globalists who set the stage for this war through many decades of covert intervention

are to blame. bigleaguepolitics.com/cia-front-group-hides-records-showing-tens-of-mi..  (07/03/2022) While Europe suffers.

NATO, under US command, intensiRes its military escalation in Europe, following the same strategy that provoked the Russian

response with the military operation in Ukraine. To the four combat groups already deployed in Poland and the three Baltic

republics, NATO adds four more in Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia. However, its function is not only against Russia.

 Meanwhile, the US and the European Union have formed a joint task force to reduce Russian gas supplies to Europe and

replace it with US-supplied liqueRed natural gas.

However, this is much more expensive than natural gas. Russian and has very volatile prices. Hence the colossal increase in

energy spending in Italy and Europe, which prepares for a disastrous economic crisis. EUROPE’S SUICIDE ON THE ALTAR OF

WAR: INCREASED MILITARY SPENDING AND RISING ENERGY PRICES

www.globalresearch.ca/europes-suicide-altar-war-increased-military-spe..  (03/04/2022)
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Capri6, Looking back, wouldn't it be funny (not) if Trump and Putin were planning on extinguishing the WHO/UN/WEF by getting

us as far from them as they could?  They got rid of Trump, now they're 'getting rid of' Putin. Game over.
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loves2sing, don't know if they are getting rid of Putin as his approval rating is high within Russia - remember news coming out

of Ukraine is questionable, simply cannot tell what to believe. However, economically the war, if left unabated, will be putting a

big hurt on the EU, UK, for food and energy supplies and most of the Middle East, all dependent on Ukraine and Russian wheat.

And the root of this was the US was in Ukraine supposedly to help dismantle existing labs from leftover biological material, left

behind when Russia walked out. That treaty (of Minsk?) from 2005 was broken and the US DoD was instead helping Ukraine

build newer labs and threaten Russia. Condition had been escalating for 15 plus years...here's more of the puzzle from a recent

Stew Peters show: STEW PETERS UKRANIAN BIOLABS CONNECTED TO US AND AUSTRALIA -

www.bitchute.com/.../LrF2ZpekhcGt
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Gui, the "Global Virome Project" is just more boondoggles. According to the oxford English Dictionary: "Boondoggle, n. work or

activity that is wasteful or pointless but gives the appearance of having value," and, "A public project of questionable merit that

typically involves political patronage and graft." Looking forward to the end of the NWO, WEF, Hunter Biden, fjb, and the DS.
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Thanks OTIS, good deRnition from the Oxford English Dictionary, and especially underline corruption. Metabiota's current main

investor is Pilot Growth Management, which was co-founded by Neil Callahan, its current CEO. Callahan is also on the Metabiota

advisory board, having co-founded and previously served as managing director at Rosemont Seneca Technology Partners

(RSTP). Callahan's name appears many times on Hunter Biden's infamous laptop, which makes sense, since Rosemont Seneca

Partners and Rosemont Realty are a>liates of Rosemont Capital, an investment fund founded in 2009 by Hunter Biden and

Christopher Heinz, the stepson of John Kerry.
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Hi Capri, in principle I could not see the Putin video. Putin's words are propaganda, albeit with a background of truth. I can not

believe that a fascist state like Russia that does not allow demonstrations and detains Russian people who do not want war

puts God in its defense, but if it is true that the United States has done everything possible so that the Russian people put

controlling. There is now an economic war over the gas that Russia sells and the liqueRed gas that the US wants to sell to

Europe. Putin's most gloomy speech: he calls for "purifying" Russia from "scum and traitors." First, he proposed to “denazify”

Ukraine, a pretext (meaningless) that served him to invade the neighboring country, attack and besiege it.

Now the president of Russia, Vladimir Putin, says he wants to "purify" Russian society, throwing out "the scum and the traitors"

from the country. Putin's words were broadcast on Russian television as part of an intervention by the president at a meeting

with senior o>cials of his government. The message, on the other hand, went further, and sounded like a clear warning to

opponents, to any citizen who considers himself pro-Western and, to a certain extent, also to the oligarchs. “I don't judge those

who have villas in Miami or on the French Riviera.

Nor to those who cannot live without oysters, or foie gras or the so-called 'gender freedoms'. The problem is that mentally they

are there, and not here, with our people, with Russia," Putin told the camera. “That is, in his opinion, a sign of belonging to a

higher caste, a superior race. Those people are willing to sell their own mother, if only to be allowed to sit in the hall of a higher

caste. They want to be like her and imitate her in every way, ”he launched. “I am convinced that a natural and necessary

self-puriRcation of society will strengthen our country”
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Some decades ago who'd have thunk that Russia would be standing for freedom and the US for tyranny?
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How is it possible for so much of humanity to have entirely lost its moral compass and to be focusing upon their own paranoia and

desire to kill enormous swaths of life on earth?  Something is wrong with these brains. Instead of us criticizing and anticipating their

next draconian measures, we need to get them into some sort of a lab and hold them down for inRnitudes of testing until we

understand what on earth is dementing humanity.  That's the real question. The whole situation is so alien, impossible, ludicrous,

bizarre, evil, macabre that we'd better Rgure out the problem. Fast.  They won't stop. That's clear. We'd better get some guts and Rnd

out what the underlying mental problem is. They are NUTS!
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The entities that control events on this planet are NOT HUMAN and do not care one whit about human beings. To them, we are

"cattle", a mere food source. They live off of our vibration of Fear and so they make it their business to keep us in a fearful state.

 Now you know. What to do? Starve them of their food source. Do not give in to FEAR.
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No need to, "... get them into some sort of a lab and hold them down for inRnitudes of testing until we understand what on earth

is dementing humanity ". If anyone has been through Domestic Abuse, poof, you SEE. There's a balance with Domestic Abuse,

as Abuser's crimes increase, victims lose every layer of health, including prefrontal cortex where creativity and decision making

are located. We see the world as we are, and cannot imagine their evil.  "dementing humanity", quite accurate. Domestic abuse

is from Satan, the abuser has a demon/s. Jesus removed more than one person's demon/s in Biblical writings. Narcissism is

another word for it. Quora.com, beyond count the writings about narcissism.

Interestingly, descriptions of them overlay each other, they are a template of evil. Zero originality. Merely pretty new packaging

each iteration with this demon. The Bible tells this story too. Rejoice, God wins.  Once you 'see' it you can't not 'see' it. lel36357,

you ask all the right questions. Alas, society living this.  A site found, to help us better pray for our leaders in government,

www.presidentialprayerteam.org/.../ever-present-help  , sign up, it arrives daily.  Pray, and everyday put on the armor of God.

Everyday live in joy, hope, happiness, grace.  Godspeed !
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Cabochon
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My thoughts exactly, lel. I am beginning to think the globalists have a point: man’s inhumanity to man will never cease. The

species seems incapable of peaceful co-existence, so perhaps let it die out and hope that that nature comes up with something

better next time. My conclusion after late night reading of e.g.”Defying Hitler” by Sebastian Hafner then listening to the full

discussion on the war against Russia fomented by the Washington/Westminster maRa.

odysee.com/.../Ukraine-Roundtable-3-31-22:9 . (Warning: not for those of a nervous disposition). It’s a sobering thought to

realise that your native country has been run as a criminal organisation for who knows how long, supporting its partner in crime

in its interminable wars to conserve the mighty dollar. Here’s a thought: Was the fake plandemic a diversion from the real

agenda which included bioweapons and NATO expansion, as a precursor to globalist rule and not the other way round, as we are

led to believe?
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big47846
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The "they's" that you are talking about are NOT from this planet just like gpn6349 said. I got to be friends with an old guy that

lived on my block over a period of years, and when he got sick and learned he was going to die, he wanted to reveal to the world

what he was involved with in his "government job", and he told me some incredible things. All I can say is that "they" are from

Orion, and supposedly are called "Draconian reptilians", and they have been here for thousands of years harvesting humans for

food and adrenachrome, mining the Earth for rare minerals, have bases on the dark side of the moon where they process what

they mine here, and have been involved with controlling the planets governments forever.  He told me "all of the proof is written

in stone, and he said it is in plain site. Go to https://theorionlines.com  and watch the videos that they have there for all to see,

and if you can afford it, please donate because this information needs to get spread worldwide before it is too late. Thanks, and

may God bless us all.
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM
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I look at this from a biblical perspective. We are all sinners. They are just sinners on a mega scale. People have been doing

horrible things to each other forever. We just have better and more deadlier ways to attack each other.  They’ve been telling us

their intentions all along. I remember reading an article in the 90’s about Gates wanting to decrease the world population.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello lel36357: As you can see from the replies, most readers are denying that plain ol' human beings have become complicate,

greedy animals. The industrial age has driven man further and further away from the simplicity of working WITH Nature, rather

than killing and maiming everything in sight. I am of the opinion that electromagnetic pollution is a potent excitotoxin and has

addicted man to escalating levels of addiction to stimulates... There is no relief in sight...
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HeLaCellChaos666
Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@gpn63: Don't give me this Archon crap or whatever it is. The 'sociopathic power elite' that run the globe are not human, in the

sense that sociopaths (self-created) and psychopaths (born that way), utterly lack empathy & hence, let's call them their

'spiritual wavelengths/ electromagnetic signatures', or what have you... are not human in the conventional sense, not human in

any sense that everyday people (who don't delight in drinking adrenochrome & blood sacriRce) would recognize as

human....BUT their DNA (epigenetics aside) is human... When they commit their heinous crimes, going back untold generations,

they do attract demonic entities, led by what some call the Prince of Darkness, who certainly aid & abet them (word is, going all

the way back to the building of Solomon's Temple), not that these Dark (don't say Judeo-Masonic, don't say Judeo-Marxist, don't

say Talmudic Supremacist ) Overlords are who they say they are...

Their ancient ancestors never inhabited the so-called Holy Land... They are NOT ethnic Judeans/ Judaites... These are

Khazarian MaRa led by the Rothschilds, the crypto-Jewish Rockefellers, Goldman Sachs &those of their ilk... All that we see

transpiring was spelled out long ago in the Protocols of Zion, and before that in the Talmud... The actual tool used to enslave us

can be summed up in 2 words.

CENTRAL BANKING, but there's also an underlying Luciferianism as per this quote: “The Governments of the different peoples

forming the world republic will fall without di>culty into (our) hands...It will then be possible for (our) rulers to abolish private

property, and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state…Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulRlled, in which is

said that when the Messianic time (read Antichrist reign) is come... (our people) will have all the property of the whole world in

their hands” ~ Baruch Levy to Karl Marx, reprinted in Rothschild owned La Revue de Paris, June 1928...One last word,

EGREGORE
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what is "dementing" humanity is spiritual......the Bible clearly warns us that the the whole world lies in the power of the wicked

one, 1 John 5:19......these evil ones are sons and daughters of the Prince of Darkness...the good news however, is that Jesus

won the battle when he died for us and was resurrected, and he PROMISES he will return to defeat Satan and his demons,

crushing them......Psalm 37 10:11 "Just a little while longer, and the wicked will be no more; You will look at where they were,

and they will not be there".... Take heart and put your faith and trust in God
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humans enjoy Rghting it seems. I see it constantly in my own circle. Projecting their insecurities outward instead of doing the

work of removing them. Scapegoating others for temporary relief. Almost everyone I meet manipulates a lot, and does not see it

as dishonest. So if that is common locally, just extrapolate that globally and you get the big picture we see. War begins in the

individual. We are full of internal conkicts many are unconscious.  Scott Peck's book written decades ago 'People of the Lie' is

such a great contribution to expanding the understanding of deceit which is evil. The last two years was made possible by the

willful denial of billions of people, empowering those with an authoritarian agenda to carry it out.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big: he was correct except he was deceived about Orion. They are from below, not above. The term "underground" carries a lot

more power than people realize.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gpn, why couldn't/wouldn't humans be a resource for higher intelligence? Those below human intelligence such as farms

animals don't realize it, either.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Just a little while longer, and the wicked will be no more; You will look at where they were, and they will not be there".... Take

heart and put your faith and trust in God" catlady, it's already been thousands of years. What's taking so long?
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are the people being funded by psychopaths like Bill Gates, George Soros, the Rockefeller Foundation and many other

progressive satanic leaning organizations masquerading as philanthropies.  60,000 abortions per year in the U.S. alone was not

culling the population fast enough for Gates & company. Mankind is on the verge of destruction by politicians and unless we get

a spine and realize that destroying these people in the only way that really works, we are done as an earth bound organism.

WHEN YOUR LIFE IS AT STAKE THERE IS NO TIME FOR GAME PLAYING. EVIL WILL SURVIVE UNLESS IT IS KILLED.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems to be a sort of mania nations go thru every few generations.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely. Thing is, they need to be in hiding, despite being so powerful, so only their useful idiots get brought to justice. What

kind of life is that? It does indeed take a special kind of dementedness.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm, maybe the swamp isn't as deep as it appears. Wow. Well, hmmm. Of course Wolfe has ties to the NIH, that's lovely. Of course

Biden's laptop is involved - lordy. Gates - pfft, go Rgure. Epstein, well, he had his hand in everything, didn't he?  All of this aside, how

STUPID to pretend like they were going to gather a million viruses and see which could leap to humans so they could prevent it.  I have

some ocean front property in Arizona for sale!  Ugh! The real viruses on this planet are Dow, Monsanto, Gates, of course, and Fauci -

the useless unit who thinks he's done the world good with his non-working AIDS approach and non-working covid approach. Don't

mean to be offensive, just wish smarter, more humane people were taking care of these things ... and wish our gov't looked out for us

a little better. But greed is always at the helm, isn't it? Greed and then depopulation... gotta keep those humans in line.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much for that ocean front property? Would you trade for a can of vacuum packed air? It's very rare - and priceless!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only reason most people become politicians is to get rich from corporate special interest groups. The medical system

offers the most bang for the buck.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NWO & WEF agendas are moving faster than originally planned. So lots of mistakes. Lots of people becoming aware. It will

fail and we will live to see justice of the stupid. Somewhere in my travels someone said, "when you're dead you don't know your

dead. The pain is felt by others. The same thing happens when you're stupid."
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - seems like a fair deal! Sure! jamNjim - yup, most bang for the buck, certainly. Def. Fauci has showed us that!
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These morons are literally making up viruses. We have no need to go into nature to Rnd them. It’s not like they are ravaging our species

and it’s us or them. Leave it alone.
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HeLaCellChaos666
Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you don't repatriate the banking system and FIAT currency, very much as JFK wanted to do with Executive Order 11110... short

of divine intervention... there's no way back from the abyss... Sure CV19 was created via gene editing

technology/Gain-Of-Function research, sure the 'vaccine' is laced with a dementia inducing/prion-like bioweapon (see

glycoprotein 120) ... But they (the International Banksters as per Event 201, led by the World Economic Forum/WEF) own the

Medical Industrial Complex/Big Pharma, it's military counterpart, global media, shadow government, the Fortune 500, the whole

enchilada... ... Unless you cut off the Head of the Snake, starting with the BIS/Bank of International Settlements, followed by the

Federal Reserve Cabal, followed by imprisoning the Rothschild oligarchs, starting with 'PINDAR', followed by dismantling

Judeo-Masonic Secret Societies & Mainstream media, NOTHING WILL CHANGE for the better.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are laws in place, which are ignored. The only way for the people to regain control is to starve the beast by stopping the

money blood kow through taxation as much as possible.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exacatically!  I don't fear any natural virus one bit. But who knows what these lunatics can have engineered in their labs?  Shut

'em down, forever. Or at least until those who remember have all died off, which is about how long it takes for the same stupid

human tricks to be repeated.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quote: "Spend on Surveillance, Not Prediction,” the trio wrote that the Global Virome Project is unlikely to predict or prevent future

pandemics because animal viruses rarely cause epidemics in humans"..... Exactly! This has nothing to do with "predicting" any

pandemic and everything to do with "Gain Of Function" research. They are looking for viruses (mostly coronaviruses) that they can

easily modify to infect humans. It is way past time for Bill Gates, Francis Collins, Anthony Fauci, and Peter Dazak to be held

accountable for all of this. Everyone at the CDC that knew about this and chose to ignore it should also face prosecution! Robert

RedReld even professed that Sars-Cov-2 most likely came from a lab AFTER Biden won the election! This must happen sooner rather

than later because Fauci is using Covid-19 as an excuse to fund even more of this research.
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

None of these evil clowns are going to be held accountable. We are not a moral people or world. People are wanting to get back

to normal as soon as possible. They also don’t have a clue and some don’t really want to know because It is really stressful to

know these things.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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It is the useful idiots who may be held accountable. But not so likely the real architects, whose identity one can only theorize.

But what kind of life is it to have to remain in hiding, even while one is technically free and all-powerful? It must take a special

sort of psychosis to be that power-mad.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting how fast the world news medias pick up on this Bullsh!t.from these puke scum bags......pumping the Propaganda Wide and

Clear....but the NewsMedias NEVER mention how the JAB is KILLING millions worldwide... Gett sick of being fed Bullsh!T?? Aren't ya

about to puke? easy cure..........turn off the STUPID TV.......use newspapers to light Rres with......BOYCOTT everything you don't

absolutely need.....
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mrrobb
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BOYCOTT all medical facilities , hospitals..unless its a critical situation....HOMESCHOOL YOUR KIDS.... Your Kid is brain washed

from day on in any school//////public or private....and tested to make sure thye are BRAINWASHED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! FACT!!
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brianallen1
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500 channels and not a worthwhile thing to watch. I went 4 years without even owning a TV. DIDN'T miss it one bit. Now we only

watch DVDs and shows from the 1960s and some 70s on free broadcast only. Children were homeschooled but still

indoctrinated and poisoned by society. Newspapers are a joke. I glance at the headlines on the racks just to see what the

current lies and propaganda are. People, you are not missing a thing by not participating in this sh*t show. Spend your money

VERY wisely and selectively. Every dollar you spend is a vote for what kind of future we will get.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If these people were actually gainfully employed, they'd have no time for projecting their mental illness onto others... The information

revealed in this article has been vetted on various web sites for years - not months. Our ambulance-chasing legal classes chase

ambulances Rlled with dead bodies; in the hopes they can make a commission off the survivors. The activities described in the article

are not tra>c ticket offences. Why the hell are there no criminal indictments for extortion, fraud, and murder? The courts are

accessories after the fact.
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rrealrose
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Yes, concepts appear to have started in mid-1800's with the Rothschilds, and continues on to this day. City of London is a good

place to start researching...Alex Jones has made several videos tracing the history back of "culling the herd", superior human

race and depopulation, and Bilderberg group. Find these on his banned network and elsewhere.
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Joined On 3/18/2022 11:12:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, they want to collect and catalogue the viruses to they can mess around with them and cause the next pandemic.....? Has there ever

been a Pandemic that wasn't caused by human intervention?
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rrealrose
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Not in the past 100 years.
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juju. None recent. Even the 1918 Spanish Flu was fueled by the new radio wave technology.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More fake scientiRc research. Like most research, little is produced to justify the billions spent. Sure, all pandemics are predictable

since they are fake fear shows created by man to market useless drugs and give the clueless CDC and FDA something to do. We have

had the total kame out of the 50 year war on cancer and now we will have a 50 year war on viruses that only exist inside humans, not

in some pertri dish or test tube.
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HeLaCellChaos666
Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM
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Tut tut... you can 'culture' virus in-vitro, via human/animal cell substrates, going all the way back to the nineteen Rfties... No

HeLa cell contamination and over-running of primate kidney tissues used to make 1950's polio vaccine, no HIV-1 (types M, N &

O), no Hiv-2 (7 known subtypes), and no AIDS Pandemic...
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wherever there is high-level crime; you can always Rnd "The Usual Suspects"! "Millions of viruses" are NOT the enemy! The enemy are

the Luciferian, Psychopathic Oligarchs who are running these agendas! Just wait until the WHO takes over, and controls Global Health

Care and announces that it will be mandatory to be injected with mRNA nanobot shots, for the rest of our lives - for our "Health and

Safety" and that we must be tested and tracked, everywhere we go - for the common good! The best thing that I can hope for, at this

point, is a massive EMP! When I see the name "Carroll", I can't help but think of Lewis Carroll - "Through the looking glass". We are so

far down that rabbit hole!
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RandyRabbit: 'When I see the name "Carroll", I can't help but think of Lewis Carroll - "Through the looking glass". We are so far

down that rabbit hole!'....  "Curiouser and curiouser!" Cried Alice (she was so much surprised, that for the moment she quite

forgot how to speak good English)."  www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM
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RealRose: 'Don't know that Hela knows this history- Covid-19 was found in March 2019 (early date, yes?) in sewage water in the

town nearby the Gilead Sciences plant in California. Don't kid yourself, "they" the US CDC is using speciRc testing of sewage

systems in 10 or 12 cities, to determine the extent of the covid virus.' Yes I know some of this history, CV19, was detected in

sewage in Italy as well, different strain than China, and seemed to have been present earlier than Wuhan... RE different

strain...Similar phenom in Japan, Iran, Korea and elsewhere as i recall... Only place all 5 major Covid strains could be found,

back in 2019, was USA... '

It was a 'PLANDEMIC' so no surprise, they released it in various diverse locales at roughly same time... seems to have appeared

earliest in Maryland, home of Fort Detrick & USAMRIID ... incidentally , Uncle Sam also holds the patent for removing a Furin

Cleavage Site /FCS (crucial for weaponizing bat virus), from Ebola virus, although getting it from HIV virus works just as well,

neigh better, since HIV has other crucial inserts you want, including blueprint for reverse transcriptase enzyme...Rumor has it, In

2018, BEFORE CV19's so-called 'discovery', USAMRIID and Walter Reed Army Institute of Research scientists co-developed a

‘vaccine’ for SARS-CoV2 'Curiouser & Curiouser' indeed!
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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White Rabbit is a cult classic.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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White Rabbit by Jefferson Airplane. Saw them at the Fillmore West, San Francisco, September 15, 1970. Those were the days

my friends.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those were the days, Otis. www.youtube.com/watch
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otis101
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Randy. I have always liked that song, even with its somewhat sadness at the end. But before those sad moments we

sang and danced and thought they would never end. It always reminds me of a Tavern I frequented on M St. NW, Georgetown,

Washington D.C. Close to the key bridge crossing the Potomac river from Arlington. I lived in Arlington (1963-69) after the

Marine Corps, was married and later with two daughters. We would stop by the Tavern and lift a few and on the hour a lone

musician would come out and play the bagpipes. While I'm reminiscing there was another place on M St., NW that we stoped at

and raised a few. It was not too far from the White House. It was called "The One Step Down". An appropriate name since the

entrance was one step down from the sidewalk. They had a juke box with all jazz. They also had a black light. The kind that

shows all the invisible stuff on your clothes as you walked by. Yep, those were the days my friend.
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Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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"PREDICT funds were used to promote and further the Global Virome Project that Carroll cofounded. The goal of the Virome Project is

to collect and catalogue 1 million viruses from wildlife in an effort to predict which ones might cause a human epidemic"...Right. Good

luck with that given perpetual mutation. No, this is a contrived ruse to cover their asses BEFORE they deliberately released and

disseminated the 'coof' on humanity to 'kick off' the "Great Reset". After all, what better way of preparing to wiggle out of prosecution

than to simply tell the world that despite their "intent to prepare" that nothing is perfect and as such, accidents (sh*t) happen(s). What

crap. Just how stupid do these megalomaniacs think we are?
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fundamentalassumptions
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ALL the post-WWII negotiators, the UN & Rome included, have ties to those bioweapons labs whether as they played the 'Cold War'

behind the convenient Iron Curtain set-up 'deal' they created ....or in the fake detente etc & 'deals' when they brought it down, setting

up more fake 'democracies' & 'economies' fronts, & as though the same deep occulted corporate entities beyond any dialectic or

political posturing & labeling weren't behind it all.  Pity those still deceived, & shame on those still providing cover knowing that this is

so.
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balhawk
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"Beginning of the end of the pandemic era"? More like the beginning of the pandemic error. An error we must rectify ASAFP.
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greatest story...... www.youtube.com/watch
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Blocked in the USA.
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OMG Otis 101...here I thought the USA was FREE........
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Yeppers - no freedom here. https://vimeo.com/528000046
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Video blocked in the U.S. by Disney.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Want to know the truth about what is going on in Ukraine? Here is a Swiss Intelligence o>cer telling all.

cf2r.org/.../la-situation-militaire-en-ukraine  We know we can't trust the press! Okay, a hint... the last eight years Ukraine has been

massacring the Russian people of Donbass, which yes, is Ukraine.
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Joined On 8/31/2021 11:36:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about the surreptitious collection of DNA material in Russia and China and the associated research by the US into ethnic

targeting with pathogens?
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another corruption story; rinse and repeat.
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HeLaCellChaos666
Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BeeGEE7...'Also not a few 'deniers' come on there so it can get lively, but they don't come across well.' The 'climate crisis' IF,

that's what ur referencing is utter nonsense, ditto that puffed up Co2 Bogeyman... It's all a psyop and all part & parcel of the

same global despotism/depopulation eugenics AGENDA
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Blame on the other guy what they are doing themselves.” Oh, you mean like AMERIKA does ALL. THE. TIME. Such lying sacks of

excrement. She is a disgrace. I wish I could renounce my Amerikan citizenship. I am ashamed to be part of this disgusting country.
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scottevani
Joined On 1/29/2011 10:23:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These biolabs are probably working overtime trying to get something developed to put into Russia. Isn't that the real point of

bio-weapons? Develop a secret weapon that has an antidote that only your people can use while wiping out the so-called enemy? They

are so worried about virus's from nature that will wipe out humanity...maybe in the past...now it has gone way beyond that, now it's

weapons and control of whatever form. It's sad how the heads of the powerful allow such pride to be their gods.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pay close attention, these labs were the initial targets of the Russian bombs and subsequent "panzer-style" invasion, then their

troops moved on the Chernobyl nuclear energy lab the Ukrainians built using World Bank funding. Russians had speciRc targets

to de-fuse their biggest perceived threats.
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Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scottev:' These biolabs are probably working overtime trying to get something developed to put into Russia.' Ethnic based germ

warfare already exist... But Putin, just like Biden, Trudeau, yadda yadda, is/are Klaus Schwab's/the WEF's/ International

bankster-ism's boyz...'THEY ' ... world leaders, in the main, are all pitching for the same team...'Wars and rumors of war', give

them an excuse to unleash more bioweapons on humanity... to engage in false kag cyber attacks, blamed on the enemy, ... to

blame electromagnetic weapons or what have you (solar kares?) for the coming failure of the power grid, for food shortages,

the collapse of the dollar, yadda, yadda...  But rest assured, all major crises ahead, have been PLANNED ... well before the fact...

Speaking of which, the bioweapons of whence u speak... are almost certainly already sitting in BSL-4 freezers...  ...forced

vaccines , coming to a theater near you...PCR tests... could also be used to unleash something new
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Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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The list of the terrorist corrupt criminals keeps getting bigger and bigger day to day. The Russians have uncovered a wealth of

evidence in the ukraine, especially with the bio-weapons labs put there by the criminals from the U.S. and not so great brittan. The

Russians have been putting out a ton of information to the world thru their RT Bitchute channel about whats going on in ukraine. The

lies and disinformation coming out of the kabbal fake news mainstream media is appalling.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Big, American money constantly kows to other countries like Ukraine, where weapons of mass destruction are produced in

biolaboratory, in direct violation of the United Nations Convention, the United States military has become accustomed to

manufacturing viruses, bacteria and deadly toxins in biological weapons laboratories located around the world. And it turns out

that some of them are located in Ukraine. The Pentagon reportedly controls bioweapons labs in some 25 different countries,

including Ukraine. The others are located in Georgia (the country), Iraq, Jordan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Laos,

Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Cameroon, Senegal, Guinea, Sierra Leone,

Liberia, South Africa and Côte d'Ivoire.

In the former Soviet Union country of Ukraine, the Pentagon funds impactful biological laboratories through the Department of

Defense (DoD) Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). Contrary to what its name implies, DTRA does not reduce threats; create more

of them by funding new biolabs. “According to the 2005 Agreement between the US Department of Defense and the Ukrainian

Ministry of Health, the Ukrainian government is prohibited from publicly disclosing sensitive information about the US program,

and Ukraine is required to transfer pathogens dangerous to the US Department of Defense (DoD). for biological research.

exploringrealhistory.blogspot.com/2022/03/us-ran-gruesome-bioweapon-re..  (03/2022)
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Russia's Lieutenant General Igor Kirillov revealed the existence of the bio-labs in a recent speech. His admissions fully explain

why the Western military-industrial complex is now striving to censor all Russian media, but the cat is out of the bag. The United

States, with the help of its NATO allies, not only tried to cover up the existence of the biolabs, but is now lying to the public

about their purpose. The deep state is also preemptively blaming Russia for a biological attack that has yet to occur, suggesting

that the Pentagon plans to launch another false kag attack that will blame Vladimir Putin.

As many as 30 biological laboratories actively cooperating with the US military have been established in Ukraine, revealed

Kirillov. Partners of these labs include the Pentagon's Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) and the Walter Reed Army

Research Institute (WRAIR), the latter of which is the largest biomedical research facility run by the US military. .

williambowles.info/2022/03/07/russia-makes-new-claims-on-us-Rnanced-b..  (03/2022)
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One possibility looming is Ukraine will release some biological agent against their own people, then blame Russian for it. This

has been repeated by several voices, keep yer eyes open for more.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are obviously collecting the candidates for the next plandemic virus. The plan will be complete collapse of whatever

economy and infrastructure remain after the globalist atrocities now winding down. The next virus will be modiRed and constructed so

that it will be really scary, will cause the depopulation that Gates has only dreamed about, will allow mass forcible inoculation with

foreign genes and chemicals that will produce the transhuman cyborgs that Schwab is after and will usher in the oligarchical world

dictatorship that Soros wants. In addition, Daszak and Collins will cash in on the next plandemic the way that Fraudci did on the

present one.
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Yes, here's a new episode of Truth, RFK Jr interviews Dr Sherry Tenpenny: In the third episode of our second season of "TRUTH"

with Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Mr. Kennedy interviewed renowned physician Dr. Sherri Tenpenny about various aspects of the

COVID crisis. www.bitchute.com/.../Qts8KIrYACk2   "They covered a lot of territory which included discussions regarding: * The

implementation of transhumanism * Google's many ties to the pharmaceutical industry and how this affects the ability to Rnd

information that's not part of the Pharma paradigm * The link between ku shots and susceptibility to COVID * Expanding the list

of who can administer vaccines in the UK to "meet the need" of vaccinating the population * The Bill Gates agenda item of being

able to conduct surveillance upon every square inch of the planet * How going into a digital currency would result in slavery"
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Not that they can't release something that kills quicker... BUT There's already going to be a very large segment suffering

dementia like, or spongiform-like , prion disease, because of the prion-like gp120 genetic insert that's part of the mRNA

blueprint for weaponized spike protein... that's why the Pentagon, UK gov't, CDC all have contingency plans for 'The Zombie

Apocalypse' people think this is just tongue in cheek... IT"S NOT It's even more devastating to MAIM most of society, than to kill

them outright... cause now they still have to be fed and taken care of, so this represents a huge drain, manpower wise, etcetera,

of already badly stretched resources... Besides it gives them an excuse to push their neo-eugenics platform thru... which they've

been dreaming of, since the days of Darwin and Galton
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Add as Friend  Send Message

That "classic Russian technique" is an American technique, as well. In fact, it is a major technique used by our Controllers and is as old

as dirt. Read the Protocols.
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IMPORTANT updates on the State of California, BIG PHARMA power grab through their regular channels in legislature to bypass most

existing vaccine laws and insert medical tyranny in its place. Watch about the Rrst 1.5 hrs or so of the latest Highwire Show: EPISODE

261: CALIFORNIA SCREAMIN’ - www.bitchute.com/.../5goFxHXZAtlD  - what happens in California usually spreads to other

states...and they discuss Hunter Biden's laptop, Ukraine bio-weapons labs and more. Interesting discussion about how similar

attempts may be afoot in the UK and elsewhere.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Rose, an investigation into some of the deleted but recoverable emails on Hunter Biden's laptop found that the presidential

family has a strong connection to biological weapons research labs in Ukraine. This investigation was led by Jack Maxey,

former co-host of Steve Bannon's "War Room." Among the emails that he and his team discovered included "numerous breaches

of national security...that are horriRc." Maxey said he and his team found hundreds of thousands of deleted emails, photos and

other documents that weren't permanently deleted from Hunter's laptop. "There are another 110,000 to 130,000 emails that

nobody knew about," he said.

One of the things Maxey found out is that Hunter and the rest of the presidential family have a connection to Metabiota, a

biological research company involved with Ukrainian biolabs. “Documents were found that make it appear that Zlochevsky, the

corrupt chairman of Burisma, is actually one of the largest shareholders in Metabiota. And now the United States and the world

can understand exactly why Joe Biden had to go there and make sure Zlochevsky was never prosecuted."

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/deleted-emails-on-hunters-laptop-expose-bid..  (03/23/2022 )
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Thanks for that link rose. Just when you think it''s over... GBNews in the UK seems not to have a problem with all kinds of news

so comments on vacc and vacc damage are common. Also not a few 'deniers' come on there so it can get lively, but they don't

come across well.
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Rreal; the Medical Tyranny is already upon us. All it can do from here, is to grow and expand. The WHO is about to take it to the

next level!
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Thanks bee, yes, the UK appears to have similar tyrannical legislation being introduced. Keep your eyes open!
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Court Rules California’s Corporate Diversity Law Unconstitutional “This historic California court decision declared

unconstitutional one of the most blatant and signiRcant attacks in the modern era on constitutional prohibitions against

discrimination,” Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton said in an April 2 statement. “In its ruling today, the court upheld the core

American value of equal protection under the law. Judicial Watch’s taxpayer clients are heroes for standing up for civil rights

against the Left’s pernicious efforts to undo anti-discrimination protections.”

www.theepochtimes.com/court-rules-californias-corporate-diversity-law-..  (04/02/2022)
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HI Gui, Epoch times seems to have moved your link. Whatever the case, there are 8 bills, or Senate actions pending in the

California legislature, each one more tyrannical than the one before...
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RealRose: 'Don't know that Hela knows this history- Covid-19 was found in March 2019 (early date, yes?) in sewage water in the

town nearby the Gilead Sciences plant in California. Don't kid yourself, "they" the US CDC is using speciRc testing of sewage
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town nearby the Gilead Sciences plant in California. Don't kid yourself, "they" the US CDC is using speciRc testing of sewage

systems in 10 or 12 cities, to determine the extent of the covid virus.' ...Yes I know some of this history, CV19, was detected in

sewage in Italy as well, different strain than China, and seemed to have been present earlier than Wuhan... RE different

strain...Similar phenom in Japan, Iran, Korea and elsewhere as i recall... Only place all 5 major Covid strains could be found,

back in 2019, was USA... ' It was a 'PLANDEMIC' so no surprise, they released it in various diverse locales at roughly same

time...

seems to have appeared earliest in Maryland, home of Fort Detrick & USAMRIID ... incidentally , Uncle Sam also holds the patent

for removing a Furin Cleavage Site /FCS (crucial for weaponizing bat virus), from Ebola virus, although getting it from HIV virus

works just as well, neigh better, since HIV has other crucial inserts you want, including blueprint for reverse transcriptase

enzyme...Rumor has it, In 2018, BEFORE CV19's so-called 'discovery', USAMRIID and Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

scientists co-developed a ‘vaccine’ for SARS-CoV2 'Curiouser & Curiouser' indeed!
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Oh my, most things lead back to Ft. Dietrich...missing anthrax and more, why is that? (ret.).
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big rally in LA on April 10th to protest these ten bills coming up for a vote. Some of the DC Truckers Convoy are on their way to

LA to join in the protest. One of the bills, AB 1993 got shelved. Some say they got a lot of pushback and also fear the coming

truckers protest. I say Rave On Truckers and all of us Activists.
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I just saw a video wherein Dr. Ardis is coming out with a video with Stew Peters, that he says will prove the two year thing called

'covid-19' is not a virus, but a poison, and it's done through our municipal waters. He said the info will break out Monday evening on the

Stew Peters Show, and will then be put out with Mike Adams, then all over the U.S./world. I guess we'll all see what his proof is.
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Yes, we know and the earth is kat ... right??? Mike Adams, aka Health Ranger?... He has the bio-molecular acumen of a house

plant... although he did interview Dr Richard Fleming, if I recall correctly? So every now and again, he takes his head, or

whatever passes for one, outa his butt
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Don't know that Hela knows this history- Covid-19 was found in March 2019 (early date, yes?) in sewage water in the town

nearby the Gilead Sciences plant in California. Don't kid yourself, "they" the US CDC is using speciRc testing of sewage systems

in 10 or 12 cities, to determine the extent of the covid virus.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi guys, I need your help. I made two videos about vaccines to post on Youtube, and in the Rrst video I was barred, it didn't even stay

24 hours and I didn't say the words vaccine and Covid. Could anyone tell me a way to try to circumvent this Youtube system or let me

know on which platform I can post my informative videos...
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I can't stand reading and knowing this information any longer and not doing anything to inform people. Those who have

understanding, or at least try to seek, need to access this information about their reality.
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Forget YouTube go to gab.com
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I was looking for the article about the FDA banning rea meat in 2024, instead I got an article about cheating, lying bureaucrats. This

happens more often than not. So, what's up with that?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

All Mercola articles are removed after 48 hours. Notice on the top of articles the time remaining before the article is gone.

When you click on an article that is gone you will get a current active one. This has been happening for more than a year. There

is access behind a paywall to get to Mercola articles.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh.........this is the Part of the USA being "Free".....kinda like when the USA bombed Laos and Vietnam and Iraq and Iran and a

couple hundreds other countries........so they can be "FREE"....hummmmmmm?? I wonder what happened to that line??......10

years of 24/7 bombing in Laos and Vietnam and are they free yet?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know if Laos and Vietnam are free yet but I do know I am free of Laos. 1961 and we were anchored off the coast of

Vietnam. Full combat group of Marines from the 3rd Marine Division on Okinawa. Thanks to JFK we did not cross Vietnam into

Laos to rescue the CIA and their losing secret war.
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bjhissong
Joined On 2/5/2011 10:04:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you should do an article on what a virus actually is— because the photos of the supposed virus look different from each

other. Some doctors are claiming they could be exosomes instead. The way scientists isolate viruses is really not isolation at all but

taking mucus from someone with symptoms of an illness then mixing it with other stuff, injecting it into the liver of monkeys or

whatever the animal of choice and then separating out something they call a virus but it hasn’t ever been proven. Basically viral theory

is just that: theory!
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bjhissong
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The elephant in the room is that there has never been a scientiRc paper published which isolated any virus. Even the CDC admits that.

Dr. Tom Cowan wrote a whole book on this. This money is going to a major scam!
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rrealrose
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Yes, its a diversion and its sucking the US economy dry at an ever alarming rate...this may be the point, to weaken the US and

most other countries around the world, then turn around and offer a "one world governance" under the UN, making the WHO in

charge of all healthcare. That appears the end goal, especially after a good number of vaxxed people worldwide experience

illness and/or an early demise.
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HeLaCellChaos666
Joined On 4/19/2021 5:44:38 AM
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@bjhissong... Yeah yeah viruses, visible under electron microscopes, don't exist... So much for weaponized, Gain-Of-Function

viral research eh? Let me guess, DNA genetic code doesn't exist either, so there's no way to 'infect it' with malicious viral code,

and no way to use mRNA genetic blueprints to produce weaponized spike protein? Hells Bells, maybe ribosomal protein

synthesis doesn't exist either. Has PRzer been told? PRzer CEO Albert Bourla (in drag, as wicked witch of the west): 'Oh my

world, my wickedness, I'm melting, melting...'        Guess I can get rid of my anti-viral computer software too... since malicious

binary code, by ur (cough, cough) logic, likewise doesn't exist... Hope my computer doesn't start dropping some mind-blowing

chemical & start seeing 'pink elephants on parade'...  Hey man....What's binary for LSD? Got plenty of good 'digital currency' man

PEACE OUT ;)
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Here it is for $365.00: www.Rshersci.com/shop/products/sars-cov-2-isolate-usa-wa1-2020-cultur..  If it was never isolated, how

can you buy it?
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It sure would help if the comments on here were kept at a professional level instead of insults and sarcasm. We should not

make enemies. We are trying to learn from one another.
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Simple question: Do viruses exist? Are they shown to exist? Were they fund to exist? Look up the work of Dr. Sam Bailey, i think her

name is. She's from New Zealand & co-authored Virus Mania
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recently I have noticed that you are reporting information that has not been veriRed as factual. It makes me wonder why you would

compromise your credibility?
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Suppose you never looked for or clicked on the SOURCES AND REFERENCES tab, on the left side, directly below the written

article?
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I agree 100%.
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rrealrose- People like Alex Jones are not sources, but "entertainers" who tells lies in exchange for ratings/money. Jones is

currently being sued by the victims and victims' families for his lies about the terrible Sandy Hook shootings. Jones has been

spreading lies for years that the massacres never happened and were made up by the families. Why do readers on here list

pathological liars like Jones and his ilk as sources when we all know they only spout their lies for money?  Anything or anyone

can be credited as a "source", the problem is, is it a credible source?

Like the lies about what was "found" on "Hunter Biden's Laptop", the laptop Hunter supposedly kew across the country to get

Rxed (because we know there are no computer repair shops in California, aka Silicon Valley), then drove stinking ass drunk

across the city in a rental car without getting in an accident/pulled over to take it to a hole-in-the-wall laptop repair run by a blind

man who did not take any information from his client when he accepted the repair job, who just happened to read the

information that was on said laptop that didn't work, and knew exactly which top level politician to take it to and just happened

to have Rudy's number and was able to contact him directly, like all of us lowly peasants can simply pick up the phone and dial

Rudy directly and he'll answer? Yeah, totally credible.

🙄

 Readers on here list known liars like Alex Jones as sources, like we don't all know Jones is a pathological liar who makes up

crazy lies for money. People like Alex Jones are not sources, but "entertainers" who tells lies in exchange for

ratings/money/attention. Jones is currently being sued by the victims and victims' families for his disgusting lies about the

Sandy Hook shootings. Jones has been spreading lies for years that the massacre never happened and were staged by the

families. It's crazy stuff like that that takes away credibility from a trusted medical professional like Dr. M.
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wri3726 Are you speaking of the Sandy Hoax false kag where the school had been closed for 2+ years and the paid crisis actors

had been seen and recorded in other false kags?
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WryGuy37 'terrible Sandy Hook' HOAX played on America and the world... Alex was 100 percent right...NEWSFLASH: just cause
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you can lose a civil lawsuit in a corrupt , Kangaroo court, in an era when access to info is blocked and truth suppression is

rampant... Doesn't make you wrong... But take heart... there's a higher court... not of this world... from whose judgement none

can escape... PEACE OUT
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wri3726, you are sounding like a deep stater in a panic. You're full of bs. What are you doing on this site? Sandy Hook was a

FEMA drill related to gun control. After the false kag President Obama signed 23 Executive Orders related to gun control. Do

some research. That elementary school, when open, had 600 students enrolled. It had been closed for 4 years. btw did you see

600 being evacuated?
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